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Abstract 
Algorithm Liu attracts high attention because of its high accuracy in segmentation of Japanese 

postal address. But the disadvantages, such as complexity and difficult implementation of algorithm, etc. 
have an adverse effect on its popularization and application. In this paper, the author applies the principles 
of algorithm Liu to handwritten Chinese character segmentation according to the characteristics of the 
handwritten Chinese characters, based on deeply study on algorithm Liu.In the same time, the author put 
forward the judgment criterion of Segmentation block classification and adhering mode of the handwritten 
Chinese characters.In the process of segmentation, text images are seen as the sequence made up of 
Connected Components (CCs), while the connected components are made up of several horizontal 
itinerary set of black pixels in image. The author determines whether these parts will be merged into 
segmentation through analyzing connected components. And then the author does image segmentation 
through adhering mode based on the analysis of outline edges. Finally cut the text images into character 
segmentation. Experimental results show that the improved Algorithm Liu obtains high segmentation 
accuracy and produces a satisfactory segmentation result. 

  
Keywords: Character Strings segmentation, Character recognition, Connected components analysis, 
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1. Introduction 

Character segmentation is one of the key technologies in text recognition rate. The 
object of character segmentation can be divided into printed character, handwritten Chinese 
character, handwritten western character, etc. It is need to choose different segmentation 
methods for different object generally. The scholars and experts at home and abroad do a lot of 
researches on segmentation of western character and numbers [1] and have made a lot of 
valuable achievements. But Chinese character segmentation always focuses on printed 
character. There are few researches on handwritten Chinese character segmentation, so the 
corresponding achievements are also few. Because Handwritten Chinese character is different 
from printed Chinese character. Briefly, printed character is mechanical segmentation of two 
dimensional planes, which is standard and easy to recognize. While handwriting is lively, vivid 
and writing model with high artistry, and handwriting pays attention to the shape, generalization 
and change of stroke image. What’s more, there must be natural and fluent coherent and echo 
between stroke and stroke. Therefore, there are conditions of script in handwriting Chinese 
character and strokes are changing, as shown in Fig.1. There is certain tilt in the font in this 
handwriting image and different spacing between line and line. Meanwhile, the space between 
word and word is different. Some are written relatively tensely, while others are written relatively 
sparse. These characteristics are all distinctive from the printed text. Therefore, the 
segmentation of handwritten Chinese character is more complicated. 

Certainly, there are some achievements which are worth noticing. A segmentation 
method which is based on stroke segment drawing is proposed by Tseng L.Y., etc. [2]. They 
adopts regulatory computing cost matrix of components merger based on knowledge, and then 
obtain text image segmentation by using dynamic programming. Chen Hong et al. [3] make use 
of the characteristics of width of characters and spacing, etc. to do character segmentation in 
text through the principle of minimum variance. Zhao Yuming et al. [4] propose a handwritten 
Chinese character segmentation method based on stroke extraction and merging. Zhao et al. 
[5-6] propose two-stage segmentation method of coarse segmentation and fine segmentation. 
Jiangqing Wang et al. [7] propose vertical projection characters segmentation based on 
minimum threshold and curve-fitting. Zhao Shuyan etc. [8] propose merged handwritten 
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Chinese character segmentation based on stroke analysis and background thinning. Cao Wei 
[9] proposes segmentation of gap algorithm based on multi-threshold and multi- segmentation 
strategy. Li Xiaoyuan etc. [10] propose merged handwritten Chinese character segmentation 
based on structural cluster analysis and stroke analysis. These methods promote the 
recognition of Chinese character to a certain extent, but there are still some shortcomings, such 
as recognition accuracy and recognition speed, etc., because recognition of Chinese character 
is under the influence of some objective factors, such as writing quality, writing style, font size, 
and image quality of handwritten Chinese character on computer, etc. Algorithm Liu [11] is 
proposed by Cheng-Lin Liu, Masashi Koga and Hiromichi Fujisawa. It is acquired with high 
accuracy in Japanese postal address segmentation, but its algorithm is complex and its 
implementation is difficulty, which have negative effects on its popularization and application. 

In this paper, the author applies the principles of algorithm Liu to handwritten Chinese 
character segmentation according to the characteristics of the handwritten Chinese characters, 
based on deeply study on algorithm Liu.In the same time, the author put forward the judgment 
criterion of Segmentation block classification and adhering mode of the handwritten Chinese 
characters. In the segmentation process, the text line is considered as the sequence of CCs and 
each CCs is comprised of a set of black runs. It is determined whether CCs is merged or not by 
analysis of CCs. Then, the segmentation block are segmented into character segmentation 
block by touching patterns segmentation based on analysis of partial contours. Experimental 
results show that the new algorithm has a high precision rate. 

 
 

 
 

Figure 1. The image of Handwritten Chinese character 
 
 

2. Algorithm Liu 
Liu algorithm is the method of character segmentation based on connected components 

[11]. In the process of segmentation, text images are seen as the sequence made up of 
Connected Components (CCs), while the connected components are made up of several 
horizontal itinerary set of black pixels in image. And then analyze each connected component 
recursion. The analysis process is that calculate the standard overlap. If the standard overlap of 
the two parts is positive, this two parts can be merged. Calculating the standard overlap is 
similar to calculating relevancy to the two parts. Only the standard overlap is high enough, and it 
thinks that the two parts can be merged. The components which complete the merger are called 
text segmentation. Because text segmentation after merging exist adhesion owing to 
handwriting, that is, segmentation after merging contains two character, conducting adhering 
mode segmentation based on outline edges analysis. Segmentation process is to do outline 
analysis of text segmentation which is inconsistent with height-width ratio, and detect point of 
division. If the point of division is not found, judge again whether text segmentation conforms to 
height-width ratio of compulsory segmentation. If it meets, do compulsory segmentation of it. If 
not, give up compulsory segmentation. If you could find the point of division, do segmentation 
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on this text segmentation. Don’t do segmentation on those which are consistent with height-
width ratio. Finally, get the complete text segmentation. Algorithm Liu is effective for 
segmentation of handwriting text image which exist adhering mode, and find point of division 
and complete segmentation accurately.  

This algorithm is a complete recognition system of postal address, including image 
preprocessing, connected component analysis, adhering mode segmentation and a search 
algorithm based on the classifier of character and the dictionary. The system flowchart is shown 
in Figure 2: 

 
 

 
 

Figure 2. The Character String Recognition (CSR) System 
 
 

The whole system begins with a text image. Its writing direction is from left to right or 
from top to bottom. The text image is presented by Connected Components (CCs). The system 
will process text image in sequence until it can output an address phrases. The accuracy of 
these 3589 actual email texted by the research group is almost to the point of 83.86% and the 
error rate below 1%. Visibly, this algorithm is effective for the segmentation of Japanese postal 
address. 
 
 
3. The Segmentation of Handwritten Chinese Character Based on Algorithm Liu 
 
3.1. Image Preprocessing 

There may be some factors, such as fuzziness and alteration, etc. affecting handwritten 
text, and the problems, such as un-clarity and noise, etc. in its image. Therefore, to estimate 
stroke width of text image from Run Length Histogram of Connected Components in order to 
control image filtering effect. Firstly, to find stroke width-- maxrl , which appears the most, that is, 

the maximum probability from Run Length Histogram. But this value does not represent the 
stroke width of handwriting text image, because there may be other noise or other information 
contributing to this probability. Therefore, the mean value of studying run length histogram, 

meanrl , is calculated by the formula 1 below: 
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Among them, int( ) is round off the mean value calculated. If max meanrl rl , maxSW rl , 

otherwise, find a value which satisfies the formula 2 between maxrl and meanrl . 
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Estimating stroke width of text through runs length histogram. All CCs units which are 
smaller than SW SW  in the black area are removed. If 3SW  , will not do any further 
smoothing process on text image in order to prevent the fracture of thin lines; Otherwise, if

7SW  , the image will do morphological open handle by using the structure of 5 5 ; otherwise, 
if 5SW  , the image will do morphological open handle by using the structure of 3 3 ; if it is no 
less, the image will do median filter smoothing in the area of 3 3 . Doing morphological open 
handle is effective for eliminating filament and noise. The structure template used is shown in 
Figure 3: 

 
 

 
(a) Structure template of 3 3     (b)  Structure template of 5 5  

 
Figure 3. Structure template used by morphology 

 
 
Stroke width ( SW ) is the key to get binary image. Once it cannot get correct value of 

SW , it will affect the final result after entire algorithm processing. To do segmentation of 
character in image, the wrong stroke width will delete or dispose of the black pixels contained in 
the image, and then binary image obtained cannot reflect the text messages correctly, and of 
course, it cannot complete text segmentation. 

 
3.2. Connected Components Analysis 

Handwritten text image is seen as a sequence of CCs, while each CCs is composed of 
horizontal stroke set of several black pixels. Because CCs overlap is likely to constitute the 
same character, calculate its standardized overlapping degree to decide whether to merge it. 
Calculation process is shown below. Bounding box of components is appointed by coordinate of 
left, right, upper and lower boundaries. The bounding box of the two parts are respectively ( 1

lx ，

1
rx ， 1

ty ， 1
by ) and ( 2

lx ， 2
rx ， 2

ty ， 2
by ). 

Suppose 1 2
l lx x , if 2 1

l rx x , the two parts overlap, the overlapping degree is 1 2
r lovlp x x  , 

span is  1 2max ,r r dist
span x x

span
  , nmovlp  is calculated by formula 3 below. 
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Among them, 1w and 2w  respectively represent the width of two parts, dist  represents 

the horizontal distance of the center. If nmovlp , merge the two parts. As long as there is large 

enough standardized overlapping degree, to merge the current parts and its subsequent parts. 
Figure 4 shows diagrammatic sketch of merging two parts. 1O  and 2O  represent the center of 

the two parts. Merger of components adopts recursive combined method. After recursive 
merger, each part can be seen as image segmentation. And then detect the potential adhering 
mode of segmentation and cut it. If you think segmentation is still likely to be multi-model after 
segmentation is completed, you can force to cut the block according to its projection histogram.  
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Figure 4. Arc strokes consisting of two segments 
 
 
Connected components are the basic unit for analyzing the text segmentation. There 

are script and broken in writing. According to the definition of the connected components in the 
algorithm, connected components are identified as the set of a series of consecutive black pixel 
point. All points which can be connected can form a connected component in the text image. 
Here connected points are not only the points connecting up, down, left and right, but also the 
points connecting the upper left, lower left, upper right and lower right, that is, eight connecting 
area. Because characters are not written under the situation of “pure” horizontally and “pure” 
vertically, but written with a certain angle. Determination of connected components is the 
foundation of merging connected components. By adopting the method in this section, it could 
merge connected components into segmentation block, and then do adhering mode analysis 
next. 

 
3.3. Adhering Mode Segmentation 

1) The text segmentation block concluded from by the previous two steps does not 
represent the final result of segmentation. Therefore, there may be “under-segmentation” in text 
segmentation block at this time. So-called under-segmentation is that the two segmentation 
blocks which should be independent merge because of the too close writing. This merger is not 
the defect which algorithm itself design, but the writing. So, detect the adhering mode of 
segmentation and find out the point of division, in order to separate the two segmentation blocks 
which are under-segmentation.  

First estimate the height of text line ( LH ) according to histogram of image 
segmentation block after CCs merging. The segmentation block produced after connected 
components analysis combining can be divided into big segmentation block and small 
segmentation block. The standard of judging small segmentation block is determined by the 
maximum frequency of the height of segmentation block calculated. The segmentation block 
which is smaller than 1/2 is regarded as small segmentation block. The reason is that Chinese 
character is relatively homogeneous. When the segmentation blocks have cut characters out 
through combination of the connected components analysis, their height will be more uniform. 
There are several punctuation marks whose height is small after being split out. But the number 
of segmentation block of punctuation marks is relatively less than that of segmentation block of 
text. Therefore, it could determine directly the height of small segmentation block according to 
the height of the segmentation block with the largest frequency. Given the height of small 
segmentation block had a little effect on character height, just merging segmentation block 
temporarily, and then the height and width of temporary segmentation are respectively th  and 

tw . The histogram    2 2hist th hist th tw   is updated. The height of text line is regarded as an 

estimated value of the height mean value of temporary block in the histogram. Suppose the 
width of segmentation block is SW , the height is SH . If 1hSW LH  or 2/ hSW SH  , this 

segmentation block is likely to be adhering mode.  
The height-to-width of Chinese characters is generally stable because Chinese 

characters are relatively homogeneous. Because there are few characters which are too wide 
and with height within the text line height LH , or it is almost impossible to exist, it is likely to 
merge multiple connected components into a text segmentation block for adhesion in the 
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connected component analysis. It can determine the value of parameters, 1h and 2h , through a 

lot of experiments. It is reasonable to think that there is adhesion in the text segmentation 
blocks whose height-width ratios don’t conform to these two formulas. Use the domain-specific 
knowledge for segmentation of adhering mode. The author of algorithm Liu extends the 
adhering mode proposed by H.lkeda, etc. [12]. He puts forward seven types of horizontal 
writing, and six types of vertical writing, as shown in Figure 5. 

 
 

 
(a) horizontal writing adhesion type 

 
(b) vertical writing adhesion type 

 
Figure 5. Two types of adhesion 

 
 
2) Detect division point though analysis of local contour shape. The adhering mode is 

divided into single stroke area and many stroke more area. And then do contour analysis of 
each single stroke area. Using the technology proposed by Rosenfeld and Johnston [13] to 
detect the corner point for partial contour. 

3) After the local contour shape analysis and segmentation, determine whether each 
segmentation block need forced segmentation. Forced segmentation is produced because 
Chinese character is a kind of relatively homogeneous Chinese characters. Therefore, the 
segmentation block through the second step of connected components analysis and merger is 
not likely to conform to height-width ratio, that is, the width is too wide, which is almost 
impossible to exist in the Chinese characters (as shown in Figure 6). 

Write multiple width of handwritten line segmentation mw as the span from far left to far 
right in many stroke areas. If 3hmw LH  , this segmentation block need forced segmentation. 

Define Eigen-Function the formula 4 below: 
 

       , 1 , ,
y y

f x b x y b x y b x y
 

  
 
    (4) 

 
Among them,  ,b x y  represents the binary image of segmentation block, and take the 

position where   cf x x x   ( cx  is the center of the multiple width) gets the minimum as the 

cut-off point. After completing pre-slitting, have one or more successive segmentation blocks 
combined as candidate character mode. Tag the space between the characters before 
dictionary matching. 

 
 

 
 

Figure 6. Diagrammatic Sketch of Height-width Ratio of Text Segmentation Block 
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3.4. Analysis of the Segmentation 
In this section, analyzing the process of the Segmentation by one sample, which is 

shown in Figure 7: 
 
 

 
 

Figure 7. Experimental Sample Images 
 
 
It can see from the sample image in Figure 7 that this sample image consists of those 

words “商引向深入，切 有效地开展民主 督实 监 ， 一步拓进 ”, which contain script, individual character and 
punctuation mark, almost covering several testing situations of handwritten Chinese characters. 

It will analyze the sample image by stages below. 
1) The experimental results of image preprocessing, as shown in Figure 8 
 
 

 
 

Figure 8. the Experimental Results of Image Preprocessing 
 
After image preprocessing, text line image is composed of each black pixel point, which 

is different from the text line image with different gray value. In the experiment, it gets the stroke 
width SW , which is the two pixel point. Therefore, it doesn’t process, and convert the original 
image into binary image. 

2) The experimental results of connected components analysis, as shown in Figure 9: 
 

 
 

Figure 9. the Experimental Results after Connected Components Analysis 
 
 
In analyzing connected components, initially merge connected components recursive 

into text segmentation block one by one through calculating the standardization overlapping 
degree nmovlp . In Figure 9, the characters with left and right organization are written with 

relatively apart, so that those can’t be merged into one text segmentation block. Thus make 
them be identified as a word in dictionary matching. Those text segmentation blocks with 
adhering mode, such as “民主” cannot be divided into two segmentation blocks and be regarded 
as a text segmentation block, because the final cross of “主” is linked to “民”. Therefore, divide 
text segmentation with adhering mode into two segmentation blocks or compulsorily to find the 
division point through adhering mode segmentation. For example, the two words “一步” also have 
the same problem. The segmentation block of punctuation marks obtained from above is very 
small, which contributes little to height value of the whole text line. It finds 35 connected 
components and 23 image segmentation blocks in the experiment. It gets the initial 
segmentation block of text line image through connected components analysis. 

 
 

4. The Experimental Results and Analysis 
Because test a large number of sample images in the experiment, only showing the part 

of results of the segmentation below, the sample images used are shown in Figure 10, Figure 
11 and Figure 12. 
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Figure 10. Experimental sample image 
 
 

 
Figure 11. Experimental sample image 

 
 

 
 

Figure 12. Experimental sample images 
 

 
The words in sample images respectively are “品 企 建立了经营 业 索 索票证 等进货检查验证“ ” ” 

,“本 哈报 尔滨 月 日电春 前夕节 ，哈 市尔滨1 20  ”, “据了解，目前，北京市 食品安全已 从田 到对 实现 间 ”,. In sample images, 
these images contain the common situations, such as all kinds of font-style, script and 
punctuation marks, etc. in handwriting. The corresponding experimental results are shown in 
Figure 13, Figure 14 and Figure 15: 
 
 

 
 

Figure 13. Images after Segmentation 
 
 

 
 

Figure 14. Images after Segmentation 
 
 

 
 

Figure 15. Images after Segmentation 
 

 
It can conclude from the above experiments that algorithms Liu is very effective for 

segmentation of handwritten text line image.  
 
 

5. Conclusion 
The experiments show that algorithms Liu avoids the influence of noise and the 

information having nothing to do with text segmentation and ensures the segmentation quality. 
Based on the judgment criterion of Segmentation block classification and adhering mode 
according to the characteristics of the handwritten Chinese characters. The algorithm is more 
effective and accurate for text segmentation with adhering mode. The seven types in horizontal 
and six types in vertical ensure the search of division point of adhering mode. What’s more, the 
parameters, 1h , 2h  and 3h , in the experiment can be obtained from much experimental 
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statistics. This adapts to the characteristics of samples, is more targeted, ensures the 
segmentation effect and makes the algorithm have a better applied cost. 
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